danicSecureTMPhones & Tablets
for iOS and Android

Easily control & secure vulnerable mobile devices.
The danicSecureTM Management System is a single, configurable,
web-based console with device modules that can be added in any
mix or quantity for iPhone & iPads, Android devices, Windows &
Mac PCs and USB storage devices. This unique system allows you
to remotely secure the vulnerable devices in your organization including those owned by employees.
Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)
Productivity tools now come in many shapes and sizes:
tablets, smartphones, laptops and portable computing
devices. An employees’ preferences for their phones or
tablets is often so strong that they will purchase the chosen
device themselves. While most organizations welcome
the cost-savings and enhanced employee productivity
associated with today’s BYOD world, there is good reason
to worry about the vulnerability of your company’s sensitive
data as it proliferates on a great number of devices further
and further from network and corporate control.
Engineered To Be Delivered Through “The Cloud”
Offered as software-as-a-service (“SaaS”) subscription,
danicSecureTM services were the first to market – even
before The Cloud and SaaS were fashionable. This webmanaged approach has proven to be particularly pertinent
given the proliferation of device types, operating systems
and communication protocols that have moved ever further
from corporate controls. With danicSecureTM subscriptions
there is absolutely no software or network infrastructure to
buy or support. Protection can be deployed over your entire
inventory of mobile devices immediately through the cloud,
providing company-wide protection in a matter of hours.

Simple. Affordable. Secure.

Configure to Protect All or Some of Your Mobile Devices
danicSecure’s modular system allows you to choose
which devices you need to protect. Do you need policy
control and security for just Tablets and Phones? Easy! Get
danicSecureTM Phones & Tablets modules to add to your
danicSecureTM Control Panel. You want to encrypt and
secure your inventory of Mac computers? No problem. Simply
add danicSecureTM Mac in the quantities for those devices.
HIPAA regulations require you to encrypt your Windows PCs?
With our console, you can add danicSecureTM PC modules as
needed for your unique mix of mobile devices. OUr is effective
enough for company-owned devices and unobtrusive enough
for devices owned by employees.
The Right Security & Policy Control for Your
Organization
danicSecureTM subscriptions and services provide
administrators with enhanced visibility and extremely easy-tomanage policy control for mobile data depositories, including
your PCs, smartphones, tablets and USB storage. Now, all
your endpoint data - wherever it may be - can be encrypted
and secured with one powerful, centralized management
console.
NOTE: danicSecureTM is powered by SimplySecure.TM SimplySecure is the trademark of
Beachhead Solutions Inc. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of
their respective owners. SSPCMac614
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